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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 
'l'1t(~ plans (ur the present series of full-scale experimental fires 
Wl!rc in i.Li.ated at the ~uggestion of NASA following the pre~entation of "a 
r i l.m and di~cussion illustrating Battelle-Columbus' recent wor:k in fire 
n,~ sca rch ., '1'ha t fi 1m showed bedroom-type fires carried out as a, part of a 
~(ogramtu det~rmine the influence of the cyclic characteristics of real 
tires' under limited ventilation on the burning and pyrolysis properties 
uf the room furnishings. A new series of fires was suggested by NASA 
dl!siblled tu show the performance of new fire resistant and fire retardant 
n~terials by providing comparative fire and smoldering environmental 
conditions. 
More re~ently, the goal for the new series of fires was written 
i.n a meeting with NASA personnel and others at Battelle on May 3 and 4, 
1972. The goal was as follows: 
To establish the need for special materials of improved 
fire safety in domiciliary settings of public concern, 
ami to assess, ina professionally'acceptable manner, 
the potential of materials arising from the new space-
age technology for this purpose. 
It was anticipated that sonie'new materials arising from the 
space-agc technology and not yet available through conventional commercial 
channels might provide significant improvements in fire safe~y if the 
best or the commerCially available materials showed important shortcomings 
in this area. It was the' intent of this program to assess the benefits 
that could accrue from the use of these new materials. 
Fire safety is a matter requiring the evaluation of a number of 
tacton;. For example, fire resistance and fire spread, visibility 
dur inb the fire, toxicity of evolved gases, and the fire~fightin'g problem' 
that is created must be evaluated before the relative hazard can be assessed. 
The plan of the 'program provided for,sampling and instrumentation to evaluate 
these factors, consistent with the goal of technological utilization that has 
been specified. 
Arrangement,s were made with the Columbus Fire Department to use 
an existing six-story concrete building', designed and used as a fire 
tnlinillg lower, as the site for the' experimental fires. 
The visual evidence provided by TV and photographic coverage of 
the I'o~r ,experimental room fires showed clearly that the rooms responded 
very differently to a common ignition condition. 
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In particular: 
(1) The Typical room; furnished from conventional retail 
sources, ignited easily and burned rapidly so that 
after 8 minutes the contents of the -room-were nearly 
destroyed. 
(2) The Improved room, furnished with materials selected 
as being among the best commercially available, showed 
substantial improvement over the Typical room in that 
there was 'slower fire spread. However, the relatively 
complete destruction -of the room contents that resulted, 
and the large amounts of smoke, made it clear that sub-
stantial further Lmprovements were needed. This fire 
was stopped after 29 minutes. 
(3) 'The Space--age room, furnished completely with new 
materials that were not yet commercially available, 
did not ignite under the common'ignition condition 
and soon demonstrated the substantial improvement in 
fire resis'tance available for those components close 
to the ignition source. A se~ond and larger ignition 
arrangement showed that this room can burn, but the 
difficulty with which this was brought about confirmed 
the improved fire resistance available with use of 
these mate'rials. 
(4) The Mixed room ensemble, furnished with 'materials 
identical to the Typical room except for the sub-
stitution of the bed from the Space-age room, 
illustrated the improvement in control of fire spread 
available by careful placement of fire materials in 
the important paths of fire development of an other-
wise ordinary room. 
The most Significant' hazards at early times in each fire were 
due to the rapid rise in heat flux and the abrupt obscuration of vision 
by smoke. The most 'consistent toxicity hazard was due to CO and its 
importance would depend on the ability of the occupant to survive the 
initia 1 heat and smoke menace which character-ized each fire room. Other 
gases and vapors were shown to reach hazardous levels in certain fire 
rooms and, again, their significance to an occupant ,would relate to the 
times in which such hazards occurred, and probably to the synergistic 
nature of the hazard arising from mixtures of such iases. 
Fire retardant items in the room are caused to pyrolyze by the 
heat of burning from other items in'the room and so contribute to com-
'bustible and toxic vapor accumulations, even though they may not have ~ntered 
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il1tu llll! hllrlli.ng pJ:.'~l!~~. Thl:-; l~rfl!eL .1\ /I lIIi:;.IIII",' "I Clllllhll:-;I.i.hll! IWII."I"j"II:; 
I.'· PI"'Hhll"" hUl:l\jn~ IIlld I'yrlllv:;l~:i Ih,t citlll"dl"I"I·i:;1 it: •• 1 ;IIlY 1111".111'1\1 
I.I .. '-lvidllltily We It(lV,~ dillscn to l:illl·tl", "'.~Il:"lt'lIIhl,~ l'II"cL". 10'111"1".1,,'1" 11..11-
:;..:n Lc II t:(~ lriuJ:; lOay l)("~ ~~xpl.'ctcd to show lltl' :; igl.l i"1: ic:tllt citallgl~:; lit:ll 
e,'"t rid. LIlt' burtl Lng anu pyrolytic processes and tn that event a pl"ograllulled 
l·il"~,··,"It"llllhl~l· should he dcvulopcd to yield realistic laboratory results. 
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A FULL-SCALE FIRE PROGRAM TO EVALUATE NEW FURNISHINGS 
AND TEXTILE MATERIALS DEVELOPED BY THE 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
by 
L. J. Hillenbrand and J. A. Wray 
INTRODUCTION 
Prior research at Battelle-Columbus was based on the recognition 
that more deaths occurred in residential fires because of anoxia and the 
inhalation of toxic gases than because of burns. In an approach to this 
problem a major source of these toxic gases was assumed to be products 
formed during smoldering and pyro~ysis that ·occur in room-type fires, 
especially those involving some types of synthetic materials. Experi-
mental examination of means for modifying the pyrolytic decomposition of 
furnishing materials raised the need for a more exact specification of. 
the temperature and environmental conditions to which materials might be 
exposed during residential-type fires. 
With the cooperation and assistance of the Columbus Fire Depart-
ment, a program was initiated for development of techniques and procedures 
that would permit observation of the way furnishing materials respond to 
the period of fire and smoldering in fires set for this purpose. Using a 
selection of furniture loadings, several room-type fires were set in resi-
dential buildings scheduled .for destruction at the Fort Hayes military 
complex located in Columbus, Ohio. These ·buildings had been occupied in 
recent times and were in excellent condition· for examination of fires under 
the limited ventilation conditions that would be typical of residences in 
this part of the United States in winter months. 
The plans for a new series of full-scale experimental fires were 
initiated at the suggestion of NASA following. the pre.sentation of a film 
and discussion illustrating Battelle-Columbus' recent work in this fire 
research. That film showed bedroom-.type fires carried out as a part of a 
program to determine the influence of the cyclic characteristics of real 
fires· under limited ventilation on the burning and pyrolysis properties 
of the room furni~hings. This film was shown i~ connection with a presen-
tation on "Fire Resistant Materials", by Mr. Matthew Radnofsky of NASA-
Houston. The obvious advantages of the Columbus set-up, in relation to 
further experimental study of improved fire safety, led to a meeting of 
Battelle-NASA. and others on November 23, 1971. A new series of fires was 
suggested by NASA designed to show the performance of new fire resistant 
3nd fire retardant materials by providing comparative fire and smoldering 
environmental conditions. 
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More recently, the goal for the. new series of fires was written 
in a meeting with NASA personnel and others.at Battelle on May 3 and 4, 
1972. The goal was as follows: 
'1\) .establish the need for special materials of improved 
fire safety in domiciliary settings of publi~ concern, 
and to assess, in a professionally acceptable manner, 
the potential of materials arising from the new space-
age technology for this purpose o 
It was anticipated that some new materials arl.sl.ng from the space-
age technology and not yet available through conventional commercial chan-
nelt! Oli,:;ht provide significant imfrovements in fire safety if .... 
the bes t of the commercially avai able materials showed important short-
cOliJings in uds ;Jrea. It was the intent of this program to assess the bene-
fits that c,',ILd ;lccrue from the use of these new materials. 
The fires were intended to provide comparative performance data. 
'nle s~Llingb, while chosen with buildings of public concern in mind, were 
scIed.ed su as to have general significance for fire safety evaluation. 
In planning the program it was recognized several situations that must 
be COl'IS idered in planning the comparative· fires. Thus, the mos t popular textile 
and furnishing materials in present-day use might not include those that are 
among the best commercially available either for reasons of cost, visual appeal, 
or conventional practice. Further, the new technology that has been s timu-
1ated by NASA and the space-age activities has led to the development of a 
new generation of "space-age" materials not yet commerCially available. For 
these reasons, the plan of investigation was expected to distinguish between 
dlbse improvements ordinarily available through use of the best of the 
commercial materials~ and those improvements in fir~ safety that would require 
substitution by space-age materials. 
It Was further anticipated that when a material becomes available 
(,n- lise ill interior furnishings,' it may. be expected to go 'thrOl:lgh stages of 
pIecellleal L1pplication by gradual substitution into such furnishings. An 
exception to this would be the construction of new public buildings where 
,'ptlllllllil llIaterial usage can be achieved through re'gulatory controls. Thus, 
the program was expected to make a limited demonstration of both the case of 
till! ClllllpIcte substitution of new materials into the chosen room, and the case 
of p;Jrtial substitution where only a few materials' that should be most effec-
tive ill improving fire safety were used to replace the best commercially 
available materials. 
Fire safety is a matter requlrl.ng the evaluation of a nUlllber vf 
facLllls. 'L1lUS, for example, fire resistance and fire spre;Jd, visibility 
,lur I 11:,. the fire, toxicity of evolved gases, and the fire-fighting pr()hl~m 
I. 
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that is created, are potentially independent factors that must be evaluated 
before the relative hazard C4n be assessed. The plan of the program provi- . 
ded for sampling and instrumentation to evaluate these factors consistent 
with the goal of technological utilization·that has been specified. 
OBJECTIVES 
To meet the overall goal, the following detailed objectives were 
set for the investigation. 
(1) . Obtain comparative performance data for chosen 
textiles and furnishing materials using fires 
set in full-sc·ale rooms of identical size and 
geometry. 
(2) Assess fire hazard by evaluation of ignition 
time, fire spre~d rate, smoke density, evolu~ 
tion of selected combustibles, toxic gases and 
combustion products, and heat flux. 
(3) Esta~lish baseline data by. carrying out a fire· 
in a room equipped with a selection of the 
popular or typical furnishing materials • 
. (4) Determine the degree of fire hazard that remains 
for an improved room when only materials that 
are among the best commercially available are 
used under the comparative fire conditions 
es tablished. 
(5) Assess further improvements that can be derived 
by use of new materials arising from the space-
age technology. 
(6) Assess the. performance of a limited number of 
new materials selected as most effective in 
improving fire safety when used for partial 
substitution in a room otherwise equipped with 
the typical r·oom furnishings. · 
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BASIS FOR TIlE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
The previous work at Battelle-Columbuti had demons trated that the 
. early st;tgl~S ot a room fire exhibited stage-wise development of smoldering, 
l LllIIl~ tlaccup, oxygen depletion, combus tion product accumulation accumulation, 
;J1ll1 oxygen-level recovery through air circulation. The particular degree of 
stage-wl.se [ire development that; was obtained clearly would depend on the 
choice of room characteristics and the arrangement of furnishings. In the 
present program these choices were fixed to establish comparative fire data 
undercollditions where only the materials used were varied. This room config-
lIration was chosen partly for convenience to the objectives listed and partly 
for economy of effort. A bedroom arrangement was chosen for the variety of 
material combinations that are possible and for the circumstances of realistic 
fire initiation and development that could be simulated. 
The fire load for each room can be described .in terms of two quanti-
tieti: une represents the furnishings .and the treatments given to walls, ceil~ 
ing, alld floor, while the other represents the uncontrolled and usually combus-
tible itenis, brought into the room by the occupant, which have served for 
ignition of the fire. 
The choices available for room furnishings and arrangements were 
mani.l'uld and -some basis had to be adopted for deciding among these. On one 
ext.:r.clllc, all metal furniture might be used such that, if the mattress and bed 
c:ovcr:ing::J are 5lri.tably fire resistant, very little fire risk exists~This is 
. especially trne if the igniter load (brought in by the occupant) is also 
1 imilL~d to the degree that fatal conditions· c·annot arise from this par t of 
thL~ furnishing alone. On the other extreme the use of cheap, highly combus ti-
ble materials could be carried to such an extreme that severe fire risk could 
he determined by inspection. Neither extreme was suitable for the prcsellt 
rl~search . 
Between these two extremes lie a number of choices, suitable tor 
I>ubl ie occupancy, in which metal is used only· where its strength and dura-
bil ity are the primary consideration and whe·re the other materials are chosen· 
with cost, comfort, and decor in mind. For . the present program, the furnish-
ingti and room arrangements have been based primarily on the materials recom-
mended for trial by NASA-Houston and on the configuration needed to demonstrate 
their values. 
The major factors in fire spread are related to the configuration 
;Ind J ayollt of the room and the type of furnishings involved. The config\.lra-
tiilll of the room is important since the relative position and distance of each· 
.-
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fund sh illg item from other items will determine the propagation route and 
intensity. Also, the relative flammability of each item will also determine 
the rou te and the intens i ty. 
S')IIU,~ res traint was exercised in equipping the "Typical room" in that 
sOllie common fire hazards were avoided; prior experience had shown for example, 
Lhat ignition of a fire in a polyethylene wastebasket filled with scrap paper 
ai'dl<1 fire spread' because the basket'melted 'and spilled the burning contents 
'intu the room. The cons traints that have been placed on this IITypical" room 
arose from thl:! consideration of the reproducibility of the spread conditions 
ilnd the Htated intent of, evaluating selected material alterna'tives in the com-
paCl Live fires. 
Tlie "lmprov'ed" room furnishings were intended to show how far it was 
pos~jhLe to proceed toward the elimination of fire hazard if the materials were 
.\lIlOllg tlte beg t commercially available without regard' for cost. Again, this 
delllonstratioll WaS to be assessed in terms of the chosen comparative conditions. 
~'l1rther, the performance of these "bes t" materials would determine the degree 
to whiclt·the new, or "special" materials are needed to achieve suitable fire' 
safety in inhabited buildings. 
Two concepts for fire study were considered. In one concept each room 
ellsemble would be observed under conditions of gradually-increasing severity of 
ignition loading until fire spread was sufficient to cause .complete room involve-
ment. .In this case more than one set of room furnishings of each type might be 
necessary tu'complete the.set'of trials required depending on the accumulation 
uf fire damage from each triaL 'For the I imited series of, trials permitted in 
this prugranl the above approach was not satisfactory. 
The concept for study that was finally chosen for the program involved' 
tlte clluice of a standardized ignition load such that it could be expected to 
L:l~vcal di fferences in inflalTImability and fire spread character for the ensembles 
provided. Since the literature provided very little guidance for the choice of 
that ignition loading, one preliminary room was required that could be used for 
ignitiop trials. The ignition loading chos'en in this way was kept the same for 
:111 roollls so that differences in fire spread and burning character depended 
laegel,v un the changes in materials combinations employed. Further, in those 
cases where the ignit'ion did not cause any appreciable degree of fire, spread, a 
s~colld, and lurger" ignition could be tried. ' 
'n,e 3rrangement,of the ignition load in the room was chosen so that at 
.Il.!dSt t\.JD paths for fire development were provided. In this WflY, if special 
III.lterials (used for an item of furnishings) prevented fire development along one 
path, roul1l invulvement might still occur by another route and in that event the 
respunse uf the fire-retardant item to the pyrolysis conditions ,might be observed. 
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For this program it was anticipated that each room ensemble might be 
examined from at' least two points of view, viz 
(a) Its effectiveness in controlling fire spread 
(b) The development uf uther hazards, e.g., smoke, 
toxic gases, under the conditions of fire spread obtained. 
To minimize cost, the series of fires were 'carried out on as rapid 
a schedule as possible. This required that each fire in the series be care-
fully planned in advance so that extensive'iterative use of the results of one 
fire to d.ictate those of subsequent fire was not possible. Further, to maintain 
it rapid schedule, the fire rooms were prefabricated in sections for storage and 
then subsequently used by bolting the sections together. Thus, the manpower and 
instrumentation were committed to thi~ program for an experimental period of 
about 4 weeks, during which the four experimental fires and a few trial burns 
u~ing various igniter loads were tried. 
TIlE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
The Fire Facility' 
Arrangements were made with the Columbus F,ire Department to use an 
existing six-story concrete ,building, designed and used as a fire training 
tower, as the site for the experimental fires. The training tower is a concrete 
building with unglazed casement window frames on each of three sides. Figu~e 1 
shows floor plan dimensions for this structure. The layout of the fire room 
and the required personnel area and instrument room in the fire training' tower 
is illustrated in Figure 2. The ;igure shows the fire room, about 11 ft by 11 ft 
ins ide, with an 8 ft ceiling arranged in a space about 18 ft by 19 ft, bin'., 
by 11 ft enclosed by three walls of the fire tower and the barricad~. ' The 
volume of the fire room, 968 ft3 , is about 33 percent of the residual [ire tower 
volume left for circulation of air and gases into and out of the fire room. 
Communication of, such gases between the fire tower volume and the fire room 
occurred by an upen doorway and by a duct opening located in the, ceiling of the 
fire ,room. All windows were closed during the fire except one, see Figure 2, 
which was par'tially opened to provide a continuing supply of air and to relieve 
pressurt! fluctuations during the fire. The opening in' the window was formed 
by 3 wooden panel ,hinged at th~ top of the window frame and propped open about 
l,foot at the bottom su as to admit air but 'restrain wind currents that otherwise 
might affect the fire. 
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Each fire room was 11 ft by ~l ft square with.an 8 ft-high ceiling 
;ind one door .and one simulated window on ·opposite sides of the room. The basic 
cons truction of 2 x 4 studding topped with conventional SIB-inch dry wall was 
used for each fire situation. However, varying wall surface treatments were 
used for the different room ensembles. The walls, floor, and ceiling were made'" 
in .sections <ln~' assembled in the fire training tower as needed. Ceiling. 
s.cctions were covered with 5/8 inch dry wall material and the floor was covered 
with 1/2 inch plywood. 
Room Arrangement and Furnishings 
Materials S~!ection. 
The room arrangement used as shown in Figure 3. The. "Tkpical Room" 
I1kl terials were selec ted on a bas is of frequency of use and were purchased from 
normal retail outlets. The materials selected for the '.'Improved Room" and 
the. "Space-age materials"room were based primarily on suggestion· from NASA-
Houston personnel familiar with both commercial products having a high degree 
of fire resistance and, of course, the materials developed for space applica-
tions. Since a door was not used at the entrance to the fire rooms, a door 
was added to each fire load by placing it against one wall as shown. 
Table 1 lists furnishings ~nd materials included in the four basic· 
fires. Explanations of material choices specific .to each room are given 
below under the. respective room heading. A listing of the weights for each 
item used is given in T~ble 2. 
Typical Room. Consultation with Ohio Bedding, Columbus, Ohio, 
indicated that "typical" bedding construction should be as shown in Table 1. 
Other choices of materials for this room are based on recommendations from 
NASA personnel and observations of typical home furnishings available in 
local outlets. Unpainted pine end tables, bookcase, and bureau made it 
possible to use the same solid wood construction for these ,items in all 
rooms Mith changes being made only in the surface finish applied. 
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TABLE~. LIST CW YlAUilSHIN(,'iJ;" I'oATERIA:..S lJ;Cl.1J)~r· l~ rel" &ASIC rrw(·)(t. 
~~~~~~~ __________ ~~~~~~~ ____ .a __ ~~~~~~~=-~~ __ ~~====~~~~~~==~~~-=~==~~~~~~~~~--__ ; .,'.: ,',,< lou: lr2100l ROOOI I."ro"ed Rooa: S;.:e-Age R..."<>C Tn!"l Roo= 'Jlth Space-age k<l 
I'.4Ittr ... Caa;>oneot.(C) 
..... t t r~ •• cOYer 
~:t r.1I pe<!dlna 
So. S~rt ng 
Co·lt~ r 
P.1~!~@ 
rrloe-
RoII)'Yoot Pr ..... 
Heodboard 
Bedoprud 
2 Sheeto ond I pill"" 
c",",r 
.111 ........ t 
Pillow 
Auxiliary Furniture 
tr.d robleo 
Lampo 
Lar.lp ah.del 
Upholotered Chelr 
Vpholotery 
fr_ 
Padding 
Bureau 
Bookc .. e 
Floor Covering 
Corpot 
Pad 
Wall Covering 
Ce Illng 
Drep.o 
Door 
Cotton 
Cetton felt .. llaol p.Jl.I) 
Cotton J1.2) 
Cotton felt .. 11101 pa 
_toe! 
Metol.(2l 
Wood--pecon (3.1) 
Cotton (2) 
~~x (01 
Hi< fc..."..-3-lb denllty(7) 
• (I) 
Dure:te 4G·.'-1 7 
HR foa.,.-2-1? denalt; ~ L-3203-6 
Fluorel tre.t:ent (14) 
Nomex (0) . . Durene 400-\F 3) 
HR fo • ."...-' Ib (7) 4 HR fo.m-.-tt. Ib ~ L-:i203-6 (14) 
Fire-retardant paint on ,,"oJ . n L-3203-f 01. vox 
Het.1 (2) 
Fonnltied" wood--vhlt. oal< (2) 
Nomex (6) 
Metal (2) 
. Norsan l.mlnoted with ~ 
I"",regnated fiber gla .. 15) 
Beta gla •• (9) 
507. Cottoa .. SOt polYOlter (2) NomeJ6) Durette 400-6 (i3) 
Ac ry11c (2) 
Polyeater fiber and 
SOt cotton + 50t polye.ter 
caver (2). 
Wood--plne(5.1) 
Ce .. mlc (3.2) 
P.per. perchment(3. 2) 
Polypropylene 
Wood--oel< (2. I 1 
. Polyurethane 
Wood-Opine (2.2) 
Wood--plne (2.3) 
Nylon--jute b.cklng(2.4) 
Fiber pad(2.S) . 
Palnd4 . 1) 
Paint (/ •. 1) 
Polye.ter-cotton(2) 
Hollow core--blrch(5.2) 
Nomex (6) 
RR foa ... -J Ib(7Jnd' Nomell 
ticking (6) 
FormlcJIIin wood--plnJ5.1) 
treated with fire-retardant 
paint (4.2) 
CeremlC:<J·2) 
Flbergla~9) 
Proban tM'..8ffd wool(lO.I) 
FR paint on wood--oak 
HR foam-- 3 liP) 
~ormlca{8Jn wood--pln~{2. 2) 
treated with fire-retardant 
paint (4.2) 
Formlca( cl!{ wood--plne (2:2) 
treated with flre ret.rd.nt 
palnt<4.2) 
Untreated wool (\0.2) 
HR foam--3 Ib (7) 
Sodium sUicate boarJl~) 
Fiberglas wall cover(9j 
Ceramic ceiUng tlle(12) 
Fiberglas (2) 
. Solid wood (5.2) 
Needle batt Durette 400-11 (13)' 
between 2 plies of Durette 
400-2 (13). . 
RR foa ... -2 lb(7) 1.-3203-6 (14) 
Cover--2 Dllea Durette 400-6:13) 
L- 3203-~I.t'>Scheuffe lin p.per (18) 
on vood.plne (S.I) 
Ceramic (J. 2) 
Dunsan--S mil (16) 
Durette 400_60J ) 
Wood (oak) + L.-J20J-6 (4) 
HR f081n--2 Ib(1) L-320J-f;(14) 
(14) (18) 
L-320J-6 + Scheuffelln paper 
on wood-opine (5.1) 
L-320J-J 14!iScheuffelln paper(18) 
on wood--plne (5.1) 
F1berglaa{ 17 h) (14) 
HR foam--2 Iii .j. L-3203-6 
1/4 Inch L.mlr1tJl~)Dur .. an--
5 mil wall coverlng(lb) 
1/4- h}£b Lam·lr.l t~ I~) Ame. wood 
paneU Z)Plutic foam panela(d) (20) 
Be ta- fiber (9) 
Norgsn .laminted wtth FX(15)' 
Impregnated fiber gl .. a 
~ur"tt. 4CO-! (D) (;' . 
HR foo~--2-tb denaltr J L"3203-6 
fluor.1 treat ... nt (14) 
(1))' 
Duret te ~OO- ~ 7\ . (14) 
HR FOI~'-2 Ib ~ L-)20)-6 
L- 3203-(4) on \IOOd 
Ket.1 (2) 
Norgan laQlnated with r~ 
Impregnated fllier ghll (15) 
Beta glsSl (9) 
Durette 400-6 (I J) 
Needle liatt Duret~e 400-11 (13) 
between 2 pliel of Durette 
. 400"2 (13) . 
HR f08 ... -2 lJ7J L-)203-6 (14) 
Cover--2 pUn Durette 400-6 (1) 
Wood--pine(5.1) 
Ceramic (3.2) 
Paper parch";'nt (l.2) 
Polypropylene 
Wood--o.k (2.1) 
Po Iyure thane 
(2.2) 
Wood--plne 
Wood--plne (2.2) 
Nylon--jute backlng C2 ;4) 
Fiber pad(2.5) 
PoInd4 . 1) 
Palnt-cotton(4.1) 
Polyes te r-cott on (2) 
Hollow core--blrch(5.2) 
Ca) !!umbe .. In parenthuis rupectlvely refer to material .uppliers and algn1fleant trade~ark or designation given in Table 1-10_ 
(b) A lIotlnR of furnlohlnR weight. 10 given ln rable 2. 
(e) Single bed mattre •• -J9 In. II 74-1/2 In. 
(d) Cellulo .. --ur .. -format~ehyde f.,rmulatlon developed by NASA HOllaton and prepared by Battelle. 
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l.J 
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II 
'J 
lU .1 
10.2 
11 
12 
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14 
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16 
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TABLE I-A. FOOTOOTES TO TABLE 1. 
Supplier . 
Ohio Bedding 
Lazarus Department Store 
Furniture Warehouse 
Sherwin-Williams 
Hilliard. Lumber Company 
DuPont 
Scutt Paper· Company 
Areo Linoleum and Rug Company 
Qw,,"s-Corning Fiberglass Corp. 
Textile Development Laboratories 
Collins 6. Aihman 
8ASF-Wyandotte Chemical 
Cellaato Division 
Ar~trong Cork Company 
Honsanto 
Raybostas-Manhattan 
Air-Transmission Syatems Inc. 
Allied Chemical 
Carolina Narrow Faline Company 
NASA (Houllton) 
NASA (Ames) 
8attelle-Columbus 
NASA (Hous ton) 
Location 
Columbus, Ohio 
Columbus, Ohio 
Columbus, Ohio 
Columbus, Ohio 
Hilliard, Ohio 
Wilmington, Delaware 
Chester, Pennsylvania 
Columbu., Ohio 
Ashton, Rhode Island 
Albermarle, North Carolina 
Ypsilanti,. Michigan 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
Material Trade Name 
or Design 
Youkon 
Youkon 
Hodel No. 85.1-230 
Balley - 1439 
Balley - 1202 
Lee - 7503-711 
Startex 
Rogers Celeste White Latex 
Kem Card Latex Paing 
Hastercraft - 1731 
Nomex 
HR Foam 
Flat Cut Regency WalnuL 
(Formica 3855) 
Fontant 
Alpine 
Palusol 
Ceramaguard 
St. Louis, Missouri Durette 
North Charleston, S. Carolina .Refset L-320J-6 
San Francisco, California Horgan 
Horristown, New Jersey Duratan 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina U.S. Coast Guard Quality 
Houston, Taxa 
Columbus, Ohio 
Houa ton, Taxa 
! 
. ~ 
I 
., 
TABLE 2. WEIGHTS OF FURNISHINGS USED IN EACH FIREROOM(a) 
Furnished I tern Typical Room Improved Room Space-Age Room Hixed-Ioad Room 
Mattress 53 32 27· 27 
Box Spring 44 . 42 39 39 
Hollywood Frame 20 20· 20 20 
Headboard 18 21 46 46 
Bedspread 2.5 2.5 4.5 4.5 
2 Sheets and 1 Pillow cover 2.5 2.5 3 3 
Blanket 2.8 2.5 5 5 
Pillow 1.5 3 1 I 
AuxlUary Furniture 
End Tables (2). 23 each 28 each 23 each 23 each 
Lamps nnd Lllmp Shades (2) 7.5 each . 7.5 each 6 each 7.5 each 
Upholstered Chair 49 45 39 49 
Bureau 43 55 46 43 
Bookcase 23 29 24 23 
Floor Covering 
Carpet 61 66 68 61 
Pad 29. 21 11 29 
Wall Covering 226(b) 156(c) 
Ceiling 148 54(d) 
Drapes 2.5 2.5 3 2.5 
Door 37 80 110 37 
(a) . 
Wel~'l in pounds. 
(h) . . 
~h) lh s.,Jium silicate board + 16 lb fiberglass. 
te) .. 
138 lb Laminite + 18 lb 5-mil Durasan • 
. (.1)47 Ib Laminite + 2 Ib NASA Ames panels + 5 lb NASA Houston panels. 
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Improved Roo;u. The bureau, end table, and bookcase, were identi-
cal to the unfinished pine furniture used in the "Typical Room" for compari-
son purposes, and the front side of the headboard were surfaced solely with 
Formica. Norgan is commercially available and was planned for use in this 
ro~m but no furnishings constructed from or surfaced with Norgan could be 
located. Therefore, it was felt that Formica, because of its wide distri-
bution and usage, would be more representative of an improved fire resis-
tant material. The fire-retardant paint specified for the box-spring and 
upholstered chair frames was also applied to the backside of the headboard 
and also to the bureau, end tables, and bookcase prior to Formica 'surfacing. 
This was done to impart better overall fire retardance and to provide pro-
tection to those areas for which lamination with Formica was impossible or 
impractical. 
Discussions with NASA-Houston resulted in the choice of BASF 
sodillm silicate board as wall covering because of its high degree of fire 
protection and ease of installation. A Nomex blanket was substituted in 
this room f()r the Proban-treated wool blanket originally planned since 
a source of the latter could not be located. 
Space Age. Selection of the 400 series of Durette fabrics rather 
than the 420 series was prompted by the greater availability of the 400 
series. CIHlnges in the type, of Duret te fabrics employed have resulted from 
recolllmendations given by the supplier., Asbestos was eliminated as recent 
findings have' implicated' asbestos as a carcinogen a:nd also because asbestos 
is not a space-age material. Polyimide plus Fiberglas and Halar were not 
used because of material and fabrication costs beyond the budget of this 
program. The substitute structures were arrived at through discussions 
with NASA-Houston. The base furniture for these structures was identical 
to the utlfinished pine used in the Typical and Improved rooms for compari- '" 
son purposes. 
ADP and Kel-F treatments to have been applied respectively to the 
mattress foam and ceiling were, as a result of discussions with NASA-Houston, 
re~RrJed as unnecessary and deleted. 
Sheuffelin cellulosic ceiling tiles could not be obtained in time 
fr,)(\1 the designated supplier so the 1/4 in. Laminite used as wall covering 
\IIIlS :llso used for the ceiling. In addition, two treated wood panels (foot 
sqlHll-e) from NASA-Ames and 25 NASA-Hous ton developed plastic-foam panels 
(ruot square) were selectively positioned on the Laminite. 
, 
, 
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Materials Preparation 
All mattress and box spring construction along with chair uphol-
stering was done ,by Ohio Bedding of Columbus, Ohio. Construction and 
preparation for each room is described below under the respective room' 
headings. 
Typical Room.- The end tables, bureau, bookcase, and door were 
stained' with Hanna's 4905 Traditional Mahogany Wood Stain and finished with 
,~ coats of Hii~na' s Swan, Spar Clear Satin Varnish. 
'v, L' ~") 
Improved RoomrOne heavy coat of Sherwin-Williams Kern Gard Fire 
Retardalit La,te':C Paint was applied to the box-spring frame, end tables, 
\ ::.,\:~' bllr~au, bookc~~e, uphols tered chair frame, and back-s ide of ' the headboard. 
I': Formica 2855 'w::t'~, then selectively lam'inated over the bureau, end tables, 
"" /'(.-,,: f., bookc;~se, ' and Jrbnt s ide of the headboard (that is, Forinica was applied to :~<y<: . .,:~< the major, por(ibv' of the. outside surface area of the furniture mentioned), 
;;'SIIi;}\ .. ~~~~~:;~~·~~~~:;;~;!~;~:~~~~~~~::~;:~:b~~~~~~ ~:~~~~:~;~~:~~~:~~~:ned 
§'adhesively bou~d to the sodium silicate board using 3M's Scotch Grip 77-N 
',,' pressure sensitive adhesive. 
;".'1 
,':%?t, 
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i. The ceramic ceiling was 'of a concealed suspension nature., 
Space Age Room. One heavy coat of the L-3203-6 Fluorel treat-
IlIcnt<*) was applied by spraying to the box-spring frame, mattress and 
box-spring foam, and upholstered chair frame and foam. Two heavy coats 
of the L-3203-6 Fluorel treatment were applied by spraying to the end 
tables, bureau, bookcase, and carpet padding. Sheuffelin paper was then 
laminated to the end tables, bureau and bookcase using 3M's 4715 contact 
cemcnt. 
The 1/4 inch Laminite wall covering was nailed in place while 
th~ ()l\raS.111 wall covering was adhesivel), bound to the Laminite us ing 3M's 
4715 contact tement.~ 
":i!' AIIl~~ wood 
Combinations of nails and washers were used to secure the NASA-
panels and NASA-Houston plastic foam panels to the ceiling. 
• '1:-'~ • 
·,,'r : ,..: '~'.'; i: 
-.~.~ :: ::-, 1-' 
-' 
(*) ,l 
')')U '1~ FllloreJ 1,-3203':':6 disper~ed in 2600 g methyl eth·yl-ketone. 
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Typical Room with Space-Age Bed. The mattress, box spring, and 
headboard were constructed as described for the Space Room. The end tables, 
. bure;lu, bookcase, and door w.~re furnished identically as those in the . 
Typical Room. 
19ni ler Load 
As indicated earlier, it was required that the igniter load be 
large enough to cause complete room involvement in at least some cases, but 
not so large that it dominated the fire load otherwise arranged. Newspaper 
scellied to be a reasonable type of material for the fire start· and the trials 
centcred about the ways in which such material might be used for the igni-
tion. In addition to the newspaper, other combustibles were arranged about 
the room as part of the room load that was imagined to be brought in by 
the occupant. These included 
'(1) 40 pounds of books arranged in the bookcase located 
along the west wall of the fire room, 
(2) 7 to 8 pounds of clean clothes hung from hangers 
in the closets located in the southeast corner 
of the fire room, 
(J) One book open on the floor near the .bookcase, one 
book on the table in the northeast corner, and a 
few magazines on the tables and bureau; 
(4) About five pictures, on illustration board but 
unframed, hung on the west, north, and east 
walls of the fire room. 
These items were used in each room and no experiments were conducted to 
evaluate the influence of the individual items. Their location in all 
portions of the room was expected to contribute to fire spread when 
irradiation and heat convection in those a'reas was. large enough to bring 
about ignition. 
Initial trials of the newspaper to be used for.ignition were 
made.in metal wastebaskets, about 13 inches in diameter and 14 inches 
high, that held about 'one pound of crumpled newspaper.· Two thermocouple 
positions were tried, one located along the middle of the side of the 
basket, and the other 6 inches up and 6 inches out from the top edge. 
The pOSition above the basket registered .a maximum of only 140 F and the 
maximulll t~l1Iperature of the side of the basket was 300 F. The contents 
t 
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burne·u rapidly for about 8 minutes and were reduced to smolder·ing res idue 
in 13 minutes. It was concluded that this ignition source Was too small 
to aSsure the ignition desired. 
As an al ternative, a basket· formed from wir.e mesh was tried with 
thL: same alllolint of crumpled newspaper. The maximum temperature registered 
by Lltl.' thermocouple above the basket reached 400 F in brief intervals in 
th is trial and the contents were reduced to smoldering ash in 5 minutes. 
Nevertheless it was concluded that neither of these trials produced enough 
hea t 1;J ter ally to be good ignition sources for the trial rooms ~ 
Fiually, 3 pounds of newspaper in folded sectioUti equivalent to 
the loc,II Sunday edition was tried. In this trial the sections of news-
·p;lper were strewn in an array from the seat of an upholstered chair, to the 
I: loor, :Iud up onto a bed adjacent. To ignite this, crumpled newspaper in 
t:he wire llIesh wastebasket was lit and the basket put on its side so that 
it was j n CllllLLlCt with the newspaper sections on the floor. This arrange-
IIlellt \I1;IS cIm-;ely copied in all subsequent rooms and is shown in the fire 
r<.lOIIl phlltugral'lls included in the Results and Discuss ion Section. The loca-
tiLlIl of lhe i):,lIitlon source with respect to the room arrangement is shown 
tn Figu!"l! J, lJentified as "Fire Start". 
Ead, room waS assembled at le·as t 24 hours prior to the time of 
igllitioll, anJ heaters were placed in the rooms during this interval to 
..tsslice l"l!<Isollable and similar temperature and humidity conditions for the 
i.glli.tioll.The values measured for each fire start are shown in Table 3. 
/):1 LL' 
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TABLE 3" TEMPERATIJRE AND HUMIDITY CONDITIONS 
FOR TIlE EXPERIMENTAL FIRES 
In Room Outside Air·· 
Temperature Hwnidity Temperature Humidity 
to'iXL! Houw OF 70 OF % 
I'rel illd nary Room 72 .50 
Typi.c.d Hot>1II 63 J3 5Q 34 
fllll'lOVL'J Room 63 42 50 55 
Sp,\I.:L~-age Room 60 58 50 74 
~1 j xcd load Room 60 4~ 49 61 
.-. 
r 
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Instrumentation and Sampling 
Continuous surveillance of selected products of combustion was 
arr;IO,~eJ for the experimental fires. The' cons iderations and choices for 
each of the instrumentation and sampiing problems are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 
In order to keep sampling probes as short as poss ible ,onewall 
of the fire room was built adjacent to the barricade. The' access opening 
in the barricade is close to the doorway to the fire room for the same 
reason. Samples for monitoring purposes were collected at three loca-
tions: inside the fire room at about the middle of the wall adjacent to 
the barricade and about 36 inches from the floor, at the doorway, and at 
the ventilation duct. The information collected at each,of these was as 
follows 
Inside Room ' Doorwal Duct 
Smoke ,density X X 
Ventilation rates X X 
CO/NOx /0 2/HC X 
lIeat Irradiation X 
Particulate/aldehydes X 
HCI X 
HCN X 
HF X 
The sampling probe inside the fire room extended about 3 feet 
into the room and was located in the vicinity of the chair and wastebasket. 
A pump provided a continuous flow of gases, through this probe' so as to, 
maintain sufficient flushing of the sampling system. ' 
Temper<lture Measurements 
Chromel-alumel thermocouples, 26'gage, were placed in a number 
of ,locations intended to show the time of participation of the individual 
,items of furniture in the fire, and the overall progress of the fire 
throughout the fire room. The thermocouple locations are su!tlI!larized in 
Tuble 4. Generally, the thermocouples were placed with the bead in con-
tact with the surfaces present at the location, or, in those cases where 
practical, the bead was inserted through a hole in the upholstery so that 
... -....... 
'- , 
t 
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TABLE- 4. THERMOCOUPLE :LOCATIONS -
Thermocouple Locations 
Ventilation duct, outer end 
NW corner, 41 in~ above floor 
Bed headboard, _ 41 in. above floor 
NE corner, 41 in. above floor -
At ceiling above drapes 
In carpet, below drapes 
In carpet, 30 in. S, 51 in. E 
Under pad, 30 in. S, 51 in. E 
In center of bed, under spread 
In pillow 
In chair, corner near ignition 
In bureau, middle of top front edge 
In bookcase, middle of top front edge 
In ventilation diffuser, in ceiling center 
Above center of doorway, inside room 
--
At pitot tubes, top 1/3 doorway 
At pitot tubes, middle 1/3 (loorway 
At pitot tubes, bottom 1/3 doorway 
At radiome-ter, 15 in. above floor 
In movie camera box 
At gas analyses sample probe 
At !lX, aldehyde sample probe 
Above center closet doorway, in room 
Inside 'IV camera box 
At ceiling, NE corner 
Center of door, east side 
Center of door, west side 
In chair, topcenter of back 
Above ceiii~g, 30 -in. _S, 41 inc. E 
At top nightstand, NW corner 
NASA tile A 
NASA tile B 
At ceiling, 30 in. S, 41 in. E 
Under drapes, 41 -in. above floor 
lIori~ontally arranged across doorway, 
'2/3 lip from floor 
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it responded to the temperature reached by the textile and not directly to 
the incident heat irradiation. 
Each therlll(lCOuple was attached to a channel of a Digitem recorder, 
Model f)AS-l, arranged to scan the channels at the rate of about 2-1/2 chan-
nels/second and print out the millivolts found for each. Thus, in each 
experiment the entire set of thermocouples Was scanned and recorded every 
14 to 20 seconds depending on the total number of thermocouples used. The 
data were transcribed to magnetic tape afl,d then plotted by the computer. 
l11e entire set of data assembled in this way· are presented in Appendix A. 
Venti] ation 
'~e fire room may be ventilated in several different ways and the 
choice may· be anticipated to have considerable bearing on the resul"ts ob-
t;l·incd ill the experimental fires. In our prior experience, air entered 
the fire room by way of a doorway and, because it was cooler than the room 
.Iir, flowed along the floor, thus forming a layer through which it was 
possible to see entirely across the fire room. At the same time the 
;JCCUOIuL.ltion· of smoke in the room had reduced visibility above this layer 
to only a few feet and the smoke could be seen leaving the room by the 
salllc doorway·that admitted· the fresh air. Thus the door openings served 
Simultaneously to supply air to the fire and to vent the combustion pro- . 
ducts; in many circumstances,· the doorway is the major opening for.such 
transport to· occur. For the present program the doorway was planned to be 
the sole source ot air to the fire room and an open window in the training 
tower, see Figure 3, insured a continued supply of fresh air for that 
purpose. 
Onl: ventilation duct opening was installed in the fire room which 
was cOIIllL!Cll:!d to 8 feet of duct terminating in the s·pace above the fire 
room. This duct was used without blower so that the relative importance 
of Iwtur .. ~ convection through this opening could be observed. At the normal 
blower circulation rate of four room volume changes per hour, the impressed 
c i.rcllLlI: ion of a blower was expected ·to be relatively unimportant during 
tl.ll! I ixe periods compared to the circulation through the open doorway, and 
. \"ould serve only to shorten somewhat the smoldering periods that were anti-
,'j patl~d. 
- I 
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Transducerized pitot tubes offered the best means for measurements 
of air flows in the range of temperatures anticipated. The flow measure-
ments at the doorway were of greatest importance and three pitot tubes were 
located there. Another pitot tube was located in the ventilation duct. 
TIle locations of these pitots within the openings must be regarded as com-
promise choices to provide maximum information with a minimum number of 
sampling sites. For the doorway, the opening was visualized ~s being 
divided into thirds: the middle and top thirds were monitored at; the 
centers to provide data on the efflux of combustion gases, and the bottom 
third was monitored at its center to provide data of air flow into the 
room. For the ventilation duct, a single pitot was located at the center 
of the opening at the outlet end. 
F~r this purpose, 1/8 inch Kiel probes were used with Statham 
Model. PM 197 pressure transducers· for readout of the pressure data. This 
arrangement of appa·ratus supplied an output of 1 volt. at 15 to 20 ft/second 
flow rates and could be used to estimate flows between about 10 and 70 ·ft! 
second under these exper~mental condition~. 
Heat Irradiation 
. Heat irradiation levels were measured by a Hy-Cal radiometer, 
ModelR-2040-l5-072, equipped with a sapphire window as a radiation filter 
and located in the wall adjacent to the doorway and about 15· inches above 
the floor. The calibration curve supplied with the instrument shows the 
radiometer to have an output of 10 millivolts at an incident heat flux 
of 15.7 Btu/ft 2·sec and was used .to measure flux levels between about 
0.1 and.5.6 Btu/ft2'sec during the experiments. An enlargement of the 
calibration curve was used to obtain estimates for low heat flux levels 
during the initial time periods of the experiments between 0.1 and 
1.0 Btu/ft 2·sec. The time dependent curves obtained in this way are of 
uncertain precision but serve to characterize the differences in the 
initial buildup of the experimental fires. The expanded curve, with the 
values used for "its construction, is . shown in Figure 4. 
Since this radiometer could receive radiation over a 150 0 angle, 
the irradiation levels obtained are regarded as essentially integrated 
values of the heat flux at that site. 
Smoke Density 
Smoke densities were measured vertically across the doorway and 
the ventilation duct so as to obtain relative values for the smoke being 
convected through each of these openings~ Both the light sources and the 
photomultiplier tubes were protected from smoke deposition by nitrogen gas 
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that flowed past the optics and then passed through tubulatures extending 
.1long the light path. The photomultiplier circuit Was based on the lP2l 
tube and Signctics operational'amplifier No~ 741; the wiring diagram for 
that circuit is shown in Fi~ure 5. Typical plots obtained for the experi-
ment of 1/17 /72 are illustrated in Figure 6. Light transmission values 
between 100 percent and 0.01 'percent were recorded continuously at each 
location. 
Cas Analyses 
Table 5 lists the ihstrumentation used for continuous monitor-
ing of a number of gaseous components of the combustion gases. For the 
hydrocarbon measurements a heated sample line was used to maintain sample 
temperature at about 300 F until the flame ionization hydrocarbon analyzer 
was reached. . Th is tended to minimize 'loss of. hydrocarbon by condens ation 
during sampling. All other components were analyzed from a common stain-
less steel manifold. Prior to entering this manifold the gases passed 
thi.~ollgh 'a 'large iCC-Water trap and particulate trap so as to maintain 
suitable moisture levels for the analytical instrumentation. An addi-
tion:.ll dry-ice trap was employed for NO analysis. 
In addition, a number of constituents were analyzed as integra-
tl!d samples representing the entire fire period from ignition to the start 
of \vatl!r application. These integrated samples were collected at constant 
flo, ... rate. during the fire. period so that the results optained represent 
lime-averaged samples. "The constituents measured in this way were HF, HCl, 
lieN, and aliphatic aldehydes. 
For ifF analyses, the sample was drawn through a Vycor probe so 
tit:lt the HF was largely converted to SiF4 according to the method of Dorsey 
:lnd Kemnitz. (1) This voiatile gas was then absorbed in impinger tubes co'n-
taining lip and the resulting solution analyzed for F- by the fluoride ion 
electrode. The only interference reported for this electrode is due to OH-
to \"hich the electrode is about 1/10 as sensitive as for F-. This'interfer-
elll:e was elilllinated by adjustment of pH of the' samples collected. 
CY;inide was analyzed by ion-selective electrode which shows inter-
ference to sulfide ion (which must be absent), chloride ion (if 106 times 
t.he CW c~)Ilcentration)· bromide ion (if 5000 times the CN- concentration), 
:1Ilt! louictl! ion (if 10 times the Ca- concentration). The absence of sulfide 
\";IS qll:lli tatively confirmed in these samples. and the analyses for chloride 
pJ LIS brl)llIfde i.on do not 'indicate significant interference. The CN- concen-
l'-:Iti.)ns are believed valid to ± '10 percent. 
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TABLE 5. GASEOUS EMISSION INSTRf..,11ENTATION USED IN FIRE Sn:OY 
Pollutant Ins trument Range (a) Principle of Operation Comments 
Total HC Beckman Model 402 0-120,000 Flame Ionization Continuous, fast response, portable with 
selected elevated temperature 
sampling line and oven 
OOx Faristor 0-5000 Electrochemical (dry) Continuous, fast response, portable; S02 
interference' can be acco~dated 
NO Beckman Model 315 0-1000 ·.NDIR Continuous, portable; water must be 
removed (dry ice trap) 
S02 Faristor 0-5000 Electrochemical (dry) Continuous, fast response, portable; 
no ND2 inte~ference 
[Beekman Model 21SA 0-1250 } Continuous, portable; water and CO2 CO NDIR 
Olsen-Horabi 0-10% NDIR interference can be accommodated 
CO 2 Beckman Model 21SA 0-20% NDIR Continuous, portable; water interference 
can be accommodated 
°2 Beckman Model 715 0-25% Amperometric Continuous, portable 
(a) ppm except as noted. 
Sample line for total ~C measurements connected directly to fire-room (No trapping) using Beated sample line (- 300 F) 
All other pollutants were analyzed. via a common stainless steel manifold. Up stream from manifold, the sample gas 
passed through a large ice-water trap and particulate trap. An additional dry-ice trap was employed for NO analysis. 
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Chloride ion was determined by titration with Hg(N03)2 asa 
meaSure of the HCl produced. For this purpose eN- was first destroyed 
by peroxide. Any bromide present would be determined along with chloride • 
Aliphatic aldehydes are of considerable toxicological impor-
tance in combustion processes and have been determined by forming the 
bisulfite addition product. Ketones are also measured by this method. 
The methods used for this determination are given in the next section. 
Particulate and Condensible Materials 
. ~
A major source of difficulty in sampling condensible vapors arises 
from the need to separate such portions from the significant quantities of 
soot, tars, water, and smoke particles that are usually present. For water 
soluble vapors such as HF, HeN, and Hel the hot gases were filtered and led 
directly into water-filled gas scrubbers for collection based on their solu-
bility in that solvent. In the case of organic vapors the basis for separa-
tion is much less well-defined. For this program it ~as decided to try the 
particulate sampling train designed by the Environmental Protection Agency 
for collection of particulate and condensible vapors from flue gases of com-
bustion systems. Thus, using this sampling train, a gas sample was drawn 
through tubes packed with glass wool and then through a glass fiber filter, 
,all at 250 F, where solids and materials condensible at 250 F were removed. 
The gas stream then flowed through ice-cold sodium bisulfite solution con-
tained in Greenfield-Smith impinger tubes where aliphatic aldehyde vapors 
and some ketones were retained as the bisulfite addition product. The 
method of Wilson(2) was used for 'this analyses and the results were expres-
sed as formaldehyde equivalent to the addition product determined. 
The components of the sampling train used for this purpose·are 
shown schematically in'Figure 7. 
Photographic and TV Monitoring 
A photographic record was made of each experimental fire using 
16 mm Ektachrome film. Since the burn times for the rooms could not be 
predicted, the camera was operated at about four frames per second so that 
'fires of nearly 1 hour duration could be monitored with a 400 foot reel of 
film. The camera was placed in a box of 1/2 inch Transite having a Vycor 
window. The box was continuously swept with cylinder nitrogen which vented' 
along the outer ,surface of the window thereby protecting the window against 
deposition of smoke during the fire. The location of the camera just out-
side the doorway of the fire room is shown in Figure 3. 
Heated probe 
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These arrangements for photographic coverage were adequate for all 
except the Typical Room fire during which the film melted as it-threaded 
through the camera and the photographic record for the final portion of that 
·fire was lost. In subsequent use the box was further protected with a 1005e-
fitting cover of asbestos cloth as an additional heat barrier. 
Since the fires could not be observed directly, some additional 
means was needed to permit the observation needed to guide those recording 
data of the fire. For this reason a TV camera was also used with .a monitor 
for viewing and with a TV tape unit to provide a record of the pictures 
obtained. '!'his record, preserved in "real time" was used to provide a time 
scale for the photographic film record. The TV camera was ·placed alongs·ide 
the photographic camera in a similar Transite box. .. 
The Experimental Procedure 
Each room was built in sections and stored so that it and the 
appropriate furnishings formed a "kit" for. the experimental fire arrange-
ment. The walls were made in sections about 3 ft x 8 ft, the ceiling in 
three pieces about 3.5 to 4 ft wide and 11 it long, and the floor in two 
pieces about 5.5 ft x 11 ft arranged for bolting together to form the 
room. Floor coverage and wall and ceiling surface treatments were gener-
ally applied after room assembly was completed, and then the furnishings 
. were put into the room and thermocouples placed and tested. Heaters were 
placed in the roor.! during constr.uction and heating wae continued for at 
least 24 hours after furnishing was completed so as to adjust the tempera-
ture and humidity of the room for the fire trial. 
Each instrumental analysis or sampling procedure was calibrated 
or adjusted on the morning of the fire trial and the record of each measure-
ment was started simultaneously with the signal to ignite the newspaper in 
the wastebasket. All records except those of temperature were discontinued 
when sufficient room involvement had occurred to demonstrate the fire 
response of the ensemble under trial. 
At·the signal to discontinue, a window of the training tower was 
opened from the outside and firemen of the Columbus Fire Department entered 
the corridor area for approach to the fire room. As soon as preliminary 
fire control activities were completed, they removed the pitot tubes and 
camera equipment from the doorway and proceeded to put out the fire. As 
soon as practical after this was completed, .the door t;o the· personnel area 
was opened and photographic records of the remains of the contents of the 
fire rooms were obtained. 
A schedule of one fire per week proved practical and was maintained 
for the four trials that were made. 
I 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The visual evidence provided by TV and photographic coverage of 
the four room fires shows clearly that these rooms responded very differently 
to a common ignition condition. In particular 
(1) TIle Typical Room ignited easily and burned rapidly 
in just the same manner observed for the preliminary 
room fire used to establish the ignition conditions. 
See Figures 8 and 9. The fire was stopped after 
8.5 minutes because of the excessively large degree 
of fire development •. 
(2) The Improved Room showed substantial improvement over 
the Typical Room in that there was slower fire spread, 
but the relatively complete consumption of the room 
that resulted, and the large amounts of smoke that 
was 'generated, made it clear that substantial further 
improvement in performance was needed. See Figures 
(3) 
10 and 11. Th,e fire was s topped after 29 minutes 
when complete room involvement had produced the high 
degree of damage shown. 
The Space-age Room did not ignite under the common 
ignition condition and 'so demonstrated a substantial 
im?rovement in fire resistance for those room 
components closest to the ignition fire, ~.g., rug, 
chair, drapes, and bed. This fire essentially burned 
out. in 12 minutes. The second and larger ignition 
arrangement used for this room ensemble demonstrated 
t~ae this rbom can burn, but the time required for . 
the ignition to take place confirmed the substantial 
in:provement in fire resistance available with this 
room ensemble. See Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15. Thus, 
the second fire burned for 27 minutes before room 
involvement began, apparently because of a hole burned 
in the floor in the northwest corner of ·the room. In 
6 m1nutes more the high degree of damage shown in 
Figure 15 was produced. 
(4) the Mixed Room ensemble demonstrated a much moderated 
fire development obtained by placing the fire-retardant 
bed from the Space-age Room in a room ensemble other-
wise identical with that of the. Typical Room.. This 
ensemble illustrated the improvement in fire. spread 
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FIGt.:RE 9 . "TYPICAL" ROOM AFTER FIRE 
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FIGURE 11. "IMPROVED" ROOM AFTER FIRE 
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available by careful placement of fire retardant· 
materials in the important· paths for fire spread 
of an otherwise ord~nary room ensemble. See 
Figures 16 and 17.'. This room was allowed to 
burn for 1 hour before the fire was extinguished. 
These observations reveal that the ignition conditions chosen have 
been suitable for demonstration of the differences in fire performance for 
\. 
the four room ensembles. This demonstration Was the primary goal of the program. 
However, the measurements made during the burning of each room ensem-
ble provide the basis for a much more detailed analysis of performance than 
the above observations. In order to do this, some basis must be chosen for 
establishing levels of importance for thenumerica1'information that has been 
generated. In the following pages a few selected criteria are discussed and 
used for assessment of room performance and life hazard. 
Temperature Profiles and Fire Spread 
In all, 126 time-temperature plots were obtained from thermocou-
ples placed in various locations in the four fire rooms. The locations of 
the thermocouples are listed in Table 4 and repeated for convenience in 
Appendix A along with the 126 time-temperatur~ curves. 
An approximate description of the time-temperature plots obtained 
from this research program might be made by noting that active fire periods 
usually showed bulk temperatures above about 1000F whereas in-between these 
fire periods the I;Irno1dering conditions usually appeared in the 200 to 500F 
range. .Intermediate temperatures in the, range of 700 F usually were obser-
ved in times of rapid transition between active fire and smoldering conditions. 
Temperatures of about 700· F also appear to lie in the middle of the. 
range where cellulosic and organic polymers are pyro1yzed to yield combusti- 13 
b1e gases and vapors. Thus in a review of ·some earlier publications, Wagner( ) 
noted that four distinct temperature zones have been given for the thermal 
decomposition of wood. Two of these zones, covering the range up to 536 F 
were characterized by the appearance of noncombustible gases, primarily H20, 
arising by endothermic processes. The third zone, 536 F to 932 F was 
described as that of active pyrolysis under exothermic conditions that led 
to formation of combustible products such as CO, CR4, tars, and smoke. 
These gases and vapors were ignitable ·under piloted conditions. Above 932 F 
the charcoal residue glowed and was consumed. 
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Similarly, for organic polymers, Wall(3) lists kinetic data from 
laboratory studies describing the thermal decomposition of a variety of 
polymers in the temperature range of about 425 F to 1022 F, in which the 
organic monomer is one of the decomposition products. This range of pyro-
lytic conditions can be assumed to include·the solution of combustible 
decomposition products. Thus, it may safely be concluded that pyrolysis 
of these materials occurs generally in the same temperature range as the 
active pyrolysis range given previously for wood. These considerations have 
led in this work to the choice of 700 F as an approximate representation of 
the boundary between active fire zones and smoldering. In Figures 18~ 19, 
20, and 21, the a~parent boundary between fire and smoldering is shown for 
selected times during each fire experiment. 
In those Figures, the square of each diagram represents a plan 
view of the room at the specified elevations above the floor, that is, at 
3 to 4 feet and 7 to 8 feet above the floor (at ceiling). These elevations 
represent zones where sufficient thermocouples were located to give some 
approximate idea of the isotherms that existed. The temperature conditions 
are shown at times sel"ected from the plots of gas temperatures at the 
sampling probe (No. 21), at the middle of the ceiling (No. 14), and above 
the open doorway, inside the room. (No. 16). The times chosen represent 
times during which gas temperatures at these locations were passing through 
maximum values and are taken to represent times of. peak fire activity. ·In 
each diagram, the shaded areas represent those in which temperatures are 
everywhere above 700 F and which are interpreted to represent the active 
flame area. Although the boundary curves cannot be drawn with any great 
preciSion, and then only in the 3 to 4 foot elevation data, comparison of 
the four rooms reveals the differences in fire spread noted from visual 
evidence. 
It is of interest to compare these times of peak fire activity 
with another estimate of fire activity based on the variations in oxygen 
concentration in the fire rooms. Thus Huggett(4) has presented an approxi-
mate correlation of flame spread rates over solid fuels with the heat capa-
city of the gas environment per mole of 02. This correlation, s~own in . 
Figure 22 for ·paper, has .been examined for other fuels· and Huggett concludes (5) 
that organic fuels cease.to burn when the heat capacity of the atmosphere 
reaches the range of 40 to 50 cal/oC per mole 02 at ·atmospheric pressure. 
Indeed, the correlations for other fue1s(*) frequently show zero fire spread 
at even lower heat capacities per mole 02 than .the correlation shown for 
paper. Thus this correlation for paper maybe assumed to represent the 
greates t" tolerance that will be met for continued fire spread with oxygen 
depletion. 
(*) Doto pre"sented nt NFPA meeting in St. Louis, Missouri ·(1973) • 
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FIGURE 18. FIRE SPREAD DIAGRAMS FOR TYPICAL ROOM 
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For the present purpose, the implications of the above correlation 
can be visualized if we note that the gas mixtures of interes t are largely 
N2, C02, and 02 and that the molar heat capacities of such mixtures are . 
relatively insensitive to variations in composition in the range of interest 
experimentally. '!hus estimated values of dp, the heat capacity in calories 
per degree C per mole 02' appear as follows. 
20.9 percent 02 ~ 79.1 percent N2 = 
percent N2 = 
33 cal/oC mole 02 
43 16 
16 
percent O2 + 84 
percent 02 + 4.9 percent CO2 + 79.1 percent N2=44 
Based on the correlation for paper shown in Figure 22, C'p values of about 44 
represent almost a zero fire spread rate. Compared to the fire spread rate at 
C/p = 33 for normal air this represents perhaps a ten-fold decrease. On this 
basis, the active fire periods in our fire experiments might be expected t9 occur 
only when ambient oxygen concentrations are above about 16 percent. All other 
time periods may be anticipated to represent weak flame and smoldering conditions 
when smoke and toxic organic vapors are expected to evolve. The estimate of 
periods for active fire spread based on the experimental oxygen concentra-
tion curves are compared in Table 6 with the times selected to represent 
peak fire activity based on heat accumulations in the room. These estimates 
for fire spread and peak fire activity will be compared with the time varia-
tions in heat irradiation ·and smoke accumulation in later sections. . 
In summary, temperature distributions in the fire rooms can be used to 
describe areas of active burning at selected times, and it has been concluded 
that 700 F can be used as a reasonable estimate of the boundary between active 
fire and smoldering zones. In this way the distributions of fire in each room 
have been plotted for. selected times corresponding to maximum accumulations of 
heat in the room. These times for maximum heat accumulation are taken to repre-
sent times of maximum fire activity. Published data, showing the dependence of 
fire spread rates on ambient 02 concentrations, lead to the conclusion that such 
active fire periods probably would be confine4 to those times when ambient 02 is 
> about 16, so thQt the experimental 02 concentration curves represent an esti-
mate of fire and s·moldering periods in each fire. 
Irradiation Effects 
The heat irradiation curves shown in Figures 23 and 24 graphically 
U1ustrate the differences in fire intensity obtained for the four Fire 
rooms .. The low-range heat irradiation curves shown in Figure 25 were 
obtnined lIsing the expanded calibration curve discussed on page 22, and 
have superimposed ·on them two irradiation levels, ·marked A and B, that serve 
to h~lp in interpretation of these irradiation curves~ 
,. 
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TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES OF. FmE ACTIVITY 
FROM FIRE ROOM PERFORMANCE DATA 
Typical Room 
Improved Room 
Space-Age Room 
Mixed-Load Room 
Time from Ignition, Minutes 
showing> 16% 
Oxygen Concentration(a) 
for gas tempera-
tures in rooms(b) 
(a)Assumednecessary for active burning and fire spread. 
Data show time span in which 02 exceeded 16 volume 
'percent at sampling probe. 
(b) Peak gas temperature times assumed to represent. 
maximum burning conditions. 
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The level B, represents O.lS Btu/ft2 sec and' is said(6,7) to be 
the irradiation level for exposed skin that will produce pain after 1 minute 
exposure. The other level, A, represents 1.1 Btu/ft2 sec and is the minimum 
lev~l found(S,9) to produce piloted ignition of wood. LevelB can be taken 
to represent a threshold condition of discomfort, or a stimulus to awaken 
an occupant of the fire room in question. 
With this basis for specification of critical environmental condi-
tions for an·occupant, the four room fires can be compared on the basis of 
irradiation hazard. Thus in Figure 25, the irradiation.level in the Typical 
Room rises so rapidly to the piloted ignition level that severe burning of 
skin might be anticipated almost as soon as the pain is sensed. If we 
imagine an occupant of the room about as far from the ignition site as is. 
the radiometer, about 9 feet, the hazard due to irradiation becomesappreci .. 
able in the Typical Room after about 50 seconds and remains so for the duration 
of the fire. Comparison of this irradiation curve with the curves for the 
other experimental room fires indicates a substantial decrease in irradiation 
due to the slower burning of the Improved Room, and an appreciable delay 
in the pulse of heat irr.adiation for the Mixed-load Room which is similar 
to the Typical Room except for the insertion of a much improved bed from 
the Space-age Room. The Space-age Room curve represents essentially the 
heat from the igniter load and shows no appreciable hazard to the occupant 
at the assumed distance. 
It is of interest to note that the times of peak fire activity 
selected in Table 6 for the' Typical Room compare well with the peaks in the 
heat irradiation curve for this room in Figure 23 and 25. In the other 
smokier room fires the measured heat fluxes are lower as a result of partial 
smoke obscuration, but good correlation appears to be obtained for most of 
these fire time estimates. 
Smoke Accumulation 
The optical densities of the smoke measured in the doorway and in 
the ventilation duct of each fire room are shown in Figure 26 and 27. In 
each case where subs~antial fire spread occurred, the initial flareup of 
the fire is followed by oxygen depletion and consequent evolution of large 
amounts of smoke which temporarily reach light transm~ssi~n levels of 0.01 
percent or less (optical densities> 4). If we are to assess the hazard 
due to smoke by estimation of the changes in visibility that occur, it is 
nece'ssary to specify the distance above the floor at· which viewing is to be 
done. 
Because of the circulation pattern for air into the fire room and 
the convection of hot gasses out, the smokeaccumulatiol'), is layered hori-
zontally, usually with maximum density near the ceiling and minimum near 
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the floor. In the present research the smoke density was measured verti-
cally so that the results represent. an averaged value. Assuming that this 
averaged value can be taken as typical of normal viewing elevations, some-
where between 3 and 6 feet above the floor, the' experimental curves can be 
used in assessment of hazar4 along with the heat and toxic gas data. The 
curves of Figures 27 and 28 show that in each fire the smoke density increa-
ses very rapidly sl)on after the first large flare~up of fire and then 
oscillates considerably with fire activity and convection. 
In an assessment of the relationship between visibility and smoke 
density, Silversides(lO) showed that at an optical density of 0.4/meter a st 
standard light source is just visible at a distance of about 4 feet. With 
this relationship, the time at which light transmission falls below 10 per-
cent in the present stud, corresponds to the time when an assumed occupant 
of each fire room would be unable to see the doorway of the .room (through 
which he might escape) if it is about 4 to 5 feet distant from him. The 
times estimated in this way are of the same order as the heat irradiation 
hazard times and these two quantities along with toxic gas accumulation repr~­
sent an approximate assessment of the initial hazard. Since there are no 
available data on the reaction of an occupant to the combined effect of .heat, 
smoke, and toxic gases at the hazard-threshold level, these assessments of 
hazard are of more value as a means to compare the individual rooms than as a 
realistic expression of human survivability." A sunnnary comparison of these 
estimates of hazards for each room is undertaken in the discussion of toxic 
gas accumulations during the same periods. 
A comparison of these smoke accumu~ation curves with the time 
~stimates of active and peak fire activity in Table 6 indicates a complex 
relationship probably because in some cases the fire activity results mainly 
in consumption of previous smoke accumulations and in others ·the generation 
of smoke by the fire activity predominates. " 
Toxi"c Gas Accumulation 
'!be' results of the continuous gas analyses carried out during each 
fire are summarized in Figures 28,29,30,31 and 32; the data for the other 
components collected during the fires and analyzed as single integrated 
samples are presented in Table 7, and summarized in Table 8. Finally, an 
attempt has been made to express the relative hazard represented by these 
gas concentrations. 
Some systematic interrelationships are noticeable, but in general 
the concentration changes with time .show·rather complex interdependences 
that require further experimental investigation. It can be seen that the 
analytical results .for 02' C02' and CO vary in consistent manner such that 
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TABLE 7. AVERAGE CONCE~1RATIONS(l) OF SOME SPECIES IN THE 
A1MJSPHERES OF FULL-SCALE. ROOM FIRES: DETAILS ... 
-. 
TABLE 8. SUMMARY TABLE: AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS (1) OF SOME SPECIES 
IN THE AlMOS PHERES OF FULL-SCALE ROOM FIRES 
1. 2 3 
(typical) (2) (imEroved) ~s~ace-agel 
.mg( 3) ppm(3) . ~(3) ppm(3) ~ 3). (3) Component m3 m3 3 ppm m 
Particu1ate(4) 5.0 3.3 0.057 
Chloride ion 135 92 383 260 10.3 7.0 
Fluoride ion 2.2 2.8. 0.56 0.71 0.62 0.79 
Cyanide ion 770 710 113 105 2.5 2.3 
Aldehyde (as HCHO) 150 120 1760 1410 52 42 
(1) Samples collected at Gonstant rate for entire duration of fire experiment. 
(2) Gas sampling systems plugged after 2 to 3 minutes and so sample represents 
the initial period of substantial smoke evolution. 
(3) mg/m3 at 68 F (20 C) and 1 atmosphere; ppm on volume basis. 
(4) Total particulate and condensate at 250 F. 
~(3) 
m3 
0.3} 
33.2 
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the total oxygen equivalent is reasonably constant. Further, the accumu-
lations of hydrocarbons and CO tend to occur simultaneously as might be 
expected if they are taken as an expression of oxygen deficiencies. 
Usually, CO values reached levels above one percent as 02 concentrations fell 
below about 15 per.cent, and spikes of extreme CO concentrations accom-
panied 02 levels below about 10 percent. These observations are broadly 
consistent with th~ conclusion reached earlier that smoldering and pyroly-
sis are expected to predominate at O2 levels below 16 percent. 
The S02 and NOx concentration curves show considerable variation 
and do not necessarily respond consistently to the same variations in oxy-
gen level. Undoubtedly some changes seen in these and other concentration 
curves are related to the times when the fire spreads to different compon-
ents of the room, but the identification of such gaseous products with 
individual furni~hing items in the rooms cannot be made in these experiments. 
An asseosment of the hazard represented by each of these gases 
individually can be attempted by comparing the measured concentrations with 
published data on the response of man and animals to the gases when separ-
ately present in air. However, the complexities of the combined physiolo-
gical response expected for mixtures such as found in these fires are such 
that the conclusions serve more as a basis of comparison of the results for 
these experimental fires than as a statement of human survivability. 
Insofar as an occupant of the room is concerned, the hazard due 
to· smoke, heat, ar.d flames has become severe in all but the Space-age Room 
after about 3 to 5 minutes, so that interest in the hazard due to toxic 
gases might be expected to center on the additional risk arising from such 
gases during an early fire period, say.the first 10 minutes. Occupants of 
areas adjacent to the fire room would be exposed to this risk over longer 
periods of time as a result of convection processes out of the fire room, 
but differing degrees of dilution of thes.e gases with ambient air make 
that assessment uncertain. For this latter purpose detailed analyses of 
convecting gases at the doorway and ventilation duqt would be required. 
With th~se considerations in mind, the published data for the 
upproprinte toxic gases have been assembled in Table 9, and the measured 
llverage concentration levels found in each fire room during the first 10 
minutes have been lis.ted for comparison. In most instances, the published 
data that are reported represent the hazard for about 1/2 hour exposure, so 
that a direct comparison of concentrations shown in the Table tends to over-
emphasize the estimate of risk. From that table, the conditions of major 
importance would appear to be the HeN, CO, and S02 concentration levels since 
they equal or exceed the identified danger levels in Table 9. Other condi-
tions that can be recognized as Significant hazards are the high aldehyde 
concentration in the Improve'd Room fire, the peak NOx concentrations in all 
'-
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TABLE 9. SUMMARY COMPARISON OF GASEOUS COMPONENT 
CON::ENTRATIONS OF FIRE ROOM TRIALS WITH 
PUBLISHED VALUES FOR HAZARDOUS CONCEN-
TRATIONS 
Danger Fire EX2eriment (2) 
'. Level (1) 1 2 3 4 
CO2 >8% (la) 8 3-4 1 3 (7) 
02 <14% (lb) 12 17 20 '16 
CO CaO.l-0.2%(lc) 1.5 0.5 small 1 
Hydrocarbons. (ppm) 50,000 . 150 5000 
S02 50-100 ppm(ld) 100(400) 200 small 50 (100) 
NOx 100-150ppm(le) 150(300) 100 15 100 (200) 
HC1 1000-2000ppm(lf) 92 260 7 22 
HF 50 - 250 ppm (1 g) 3 0.7 0.8 0.2 
HCN 100-200ppm(lh) 710 105 2.3 5.6 
Particulate (mg/m3) 5.0 3.3 0.057 0.37 
Aldehydes ppm(lc) 120 .1410 42 210 
(1) Based on the following estimates for hazard. 
(a) 
(b~ 
(C) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
C02' unconsciousness after 4hrs, see Robison, et a1.~~ 
02' dizziness, fatigue, poor coordination, <14%, see RobiS9~l et al. dU 
CO, time to collapse (minutes) = ~ , see Robison, et ale WJ 
S02, danger after 30/60 minutes, see Hafer & Yuell. (12) . 
NOx ' danger after 30/60 minutes for NO = 100-150 ppm, see Wagner.(13) danger after 30/60 minutes for N02 = 100 ppm, see Hafer & yUill. (12) 
Hel, danger after brief exposure, see Wagner.(13) 
HF, danger after brief exposure', see Wagner. (1.3) . 
HCN,fatal after 30/60 minutes, see both Wagner (13) and Hafer & Yuill.(12) 
May be quite hazardous: formaldehyde considered unsafe at 5ppm for 
8 hr day, see Friedman(14~ others such as acrolein are very poisonous, 
see (is} 
(2) Units are the same as indicated under Danger level for each component. 
Values in parentheses indicate peak values, others are average values, 
during 1st 10 minutes, for those measured continuQusly, and for entire 
fire for those measured as single integrated sample. 
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but the Space-llge Room fire, and the temporary 02 depIction conditi.ons seen 
durIng active fire periods. 111ese are only the most easily recognizahle 
ha-.:ards amI uitilllutely some other co·nditons .such as the peak hydrocarbon 
conccntrllti.ons mny prove of equal importance when the identities of indivi-
dual compounds are obtained, or when the synergistic effects of the combined 
action is demonstrated. 
'fue Space-age Room shows only minor accumulations of these combus-
tion <lnd pyrolysis products and those seen probably represent mostly the 
resul ts of the news paper ignition-fire itself. Both the Typical· and Improved 
Rooms show Significant hazard due to toxic gas formation, and the moderation 
of hazard obtained from the controlled fire of the Mixed-load Room is clearly 
. noticeable. 
Burning versus Pyrolysis 
Since, in each case, the flame represents the combustion of vapors 
.produced by thermal decomposition of the fur~ishings, the burning of the 
v<lrious items used in these fire rooms is related in some way to the pyrolysis 
processes for each. Initially, as the flames spread from the fire-start, 
the ignition and burning of the fuel items represents the burning of those 
vilpors in normal air. However, as the flames build in size the rate of 
consumption of oxygen in the fire chamber can temporarily exceed the convec-
tion of oxygeriintc the fire room and the resulting depletion of 02 has a 
large effect on the speed of the burning processes in those flames. At this 
point in the fire- time the rapid buildup of heat in the fuel items is. caus ing 
3 rapid increase in the rate of pyrolysis so that combustible v~pors begin 
to accumulate faster than the processes of burning can consume them. Increases 
in flame size along vertical surfaces lead to impingement of large turbulent 
fl<lmcs on cool walls and ceiling which, together with the weakening of flame 
structure by 02 depletion, leads to accumulations of smoke and combustible 
vapors. Eventually these processes can bring the fire chamber to the state 
. where flame speeds are so small that the large flames become extinguished 
by heat lost through impingement and convection, and the room passes into 
11 smoldering condition while the continuing convection·processes start to 
brill~ 0·) levels back to the normal ambient value. When this recovery has 
hc~~n ;Icllieved, the increase in flame speed that results can cause local 
rcigni·tion of flame and a new cycle occurs. This cyclic, unsteady-state 
hurning .1nd pyrolys is cycle has been observed to be typical of room fires in 
which the enclosure represents some significant limitation on the accessi-
hi.] ity of normal air to the site of the flame. It is not surpriSing that 
the r:1te of burning that is found, and the flammability cf fuel items under 
these conlli.tions, differs markedly from the observations and conclusions 
n~ac:.heu fo[" the same items under steady-state burning conditions such as 
practiced in most Llboratory tests of flammability •. 
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The Ensemble Effect 
A further distinction arises between chamber fires and laboratory 
fire tests through the use of fire retardants. Most such retardants are 
intended to inhibit the flame processes occurring at the surface of the 
treated item so that, once a source of flame is removed, the flame goes out. 
In fires of ~Ie sort used in the present work, the ~ubstantial buildup of 
he/It in a tre~ltec! fuel item, as a result of uncontrolled burning of other 
items, causes it to continue to generate combustible gases by pyrolysis. and 
these circulate into other parts of the chamber since burning of these at 
the generation site has been inhibited. These gas mixtures now can burn 
in the free-space of the chamber without necessarily b~ing attached to any 
individual items of the fuel load. A free standing gas-phase fire of this 
sort is visible in the film made of the Typical Room fire in this study. 
The· result is that a fire can be supported by both the burning of an untreated 
item and by the resulting pyrolysis of a treated item, whereas individually 
only the. former would support the continuation of the burning process. 
'This is clearly documented by the rapid burning ultimately obtained in the 
Space-age Room during the second ignition trial when, after 27 minutes, the 
ignition of one corner of the room brings about complete involvement of the 
fire resistant furnishing of the room in less than 6 minutes more. This 
effect of a mixture of combustible materials to produce burning not charac-
teristic of anyone item individually we have chosen to call the ensemble 
effect. The serious cons~quences of the ensemble effect are suggeste~ to 
be a major reason why current laboratory trials of individual textiles and 
furnishing items fail to predict actual performance. 
It should be noted that the major effects produced on a fuel item 
by the burning of another item in a chamber of restricted circulation are 
(1) Change in convection 
(2) Depletion of 02 and generation of CO and C02 
in a somewhat cyclic ma·nner 
(3) Generation of heat for pyrolysis. 
so that, if the time-fluctuations of these were known and imitated, a reason-
able reproduction of the response of that fuel item to ensemble burning condi-
tions mi~lt be made. Further full scale fire trials may be anticipated to 
show th:tt only certain combinations of variations in these time-dependent 
quantities are significant for fire testing purposes and in that event a pro-
grammed fire chamber might be developed to yield realistic laboratory results. 
Air-Flow Measurements 
Figures 33,34,35, and 36 shO\" the measured convection velocities 
found during each fire trial for air and combustion gases ~assing through 
the doorway and t;l~ ventilation duct. In that figure the flow data for 
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"top", "middle", and "bottom" refer to the pitot tubes located in those 
sections of the doorway. The pitot tubes fn the ventilation duct and in the 
top and middle sections of the doorway were oriented to measure flow veloci-
ties out of the fire room, while that located in the bottom section was 
oriented to measure flow into the room. Inspection of the curves shows that 
there were a number of occasions when flow reversal was indicated. During 
these periods substantial negative flow heads were' developed but these could 
not be measured conveniently and are shown in Figure 37 by the line drawn be 10\-.1 zt!ro flow. These periods of negative flow head have been examined 
and are believed to correspond to true re,versal of flow; it is especially 
noteworthy that the reversal of flow is a complete reversal of flow pattern 
in that during the reversal, flow is outward in the bottom section of the 
doorway and inward in the middle and top sections. The following observa-
tions support this surprising evidence for flow reversal 
(1) In separate trials the pitot tubes were shown to 
produce negative heads when the reversed flow 
direction was tried, so that theneg~tive head 
seen in the fire experiments would indeed repre-
sent a reversed flow. 
(2) The negative output of the pressure transducer of 
the pitot tube was confirmed in one of the fire-room 
experiments by having a liquid manometer in parallel 
with the transducer so that the reversal could be 
observed separately on that manometer. 
(3) Th~ temperature record obtained at each pitot tube 
Was compared with the corresponding flow curve, 
see for example the data for the Improved Room in 
Figure 37, and this comparison showed that the' 
temperature.in the top and middle sections dropped 
sharply when flow reversal occurred probably because at the 
time the hot combustion gases ceased to flow out of 
those sections and relatively cool air from the 
corridor. began to flow in; it should be noted that 
the direction of the thermal gradient in the door-
way does not reverse atthough its magnitude is sub-
stantially reduced. 
(4) The temperature at the ventilation duct grill, in 
the center of the ceiling, dropped sharply at the 
same time that the flow reversal indicated that 
cooler air was entering by way of the top and 
middle sections of the doorway, see Figure 37. 
Because of the flow impedance of the duct, reversal 
did not occur in the duct, and the gases reaching 
the outer end, where the duct flow was measured, 
were relatively cool throughout. 
I' 
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This complex pattern of flow was not anticipated and its relation-
ship_ to other characteristics of the fires is not clear. It would not be 
slIL"pr is Lilg to find that the reversal is related to the res trictions to flow 
posed by the ventilation arrangements used and the phenomenon requires fur-
titer investigation. The occurrence of the flow reversal could be taken to 
implY -tcmporary ha:?:ardous conditions along the floor of the fire room and 
the impl ications of this should be examined from the s tandpointof occupants 
\vho might be sceking escape along the floor. The occurrence of the reversal 
should also be exa;nined for its effect on the spread of toxic gases' and 
smllke through adjacent areas of the building. 
Since the ventilation occurred entirely by way of the doorway, which 
'''';IS J() in. x 84 in., the commonly used ventilation parameter, A(H) 1/2, could 
be applied readily to these experiments. In this parameter A equals the 
;In~a ot the opening and H is its vertical height. In other work, this para-
meter ,has been used to correlat~ values of other characteristic quantities 
tor cltamber fires using proportionality constants derived from a series of 
expc'rimental fires. Unfortunately such proportionality constants have been 
found to vary with chamber size, the size of the fuel elements, and the 
Jegree of insulation of the chamber so that the usefulness of thesl:! corrl:!la-
tions in predic tion of quantities for the present study is ques tionable. 
Correlations of this sort have been disc1Jssed by a number of workers, see 
tor exalllple Friedman (14), and Tsuchiya and Sum! (16) • 
No prediction value has been found for this parameter ill tbl:! pi'esenc 
study; for the convenience of others the appropriate quantities ace listed 
below In metr,ic terms: 
A(ll l / 2) '= (0.16 x 2.14) (2.14)(2.14)1/2 = 2.37 values in llIl!tels 
w - weight of fire load Typical room = 1000 kg 
Improved room =1090 kg excludil~ spe~idl 
wall and ceiling 
cover. 
The values of \-/ for the other two rooms require ~;Oille l.lltecprl:!t:ation 
,)f till' Ll~l'lIl "tire load" since certain items were not,readily cOlllbustible. 
The V,L1.IIt:!S CIII be estimated as needed from Table. 2. 
t' 
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SUMMARY 
A program of experimental fires has been carried out to estab-
lish the advantages offered by new space-age materials for the improved 
fire safety that might be provided. For this purpose four full-scale bed-
rooms, differing only in the materials used to furnish them, have been 
built and burned to provide comparative data on the fire hazards produced. 
Cost and availability differences were not considered. 
The visual evidence provided by TV and photographic coverage of 
the four experimental room fires showed clearly that the rooms responded 
very differently to a common ignition condition. 
In particular: 
(1) The Typical Room, furnished from conventional retail 
sources, ignited easily and burned rapidly so that 
after 8 minutes the contents of the room were nearly 
destroyed. 
(2) The Improved Room, furnished with materials selected 
as being among the best commercially available, showed 
substantial improvement over the Typical Room in that 
there was slower fire spreado However, the relatively 
complete destruction of the room contents that resul~ed, 
and the large amounts of smoke, made it clear that 
substantial further improvements were needed. This 
fire was stopped after 29 minutes. 
(3) The Space-Age Room, furnished completely with new 
materials that were not yet commercially available, 
did not ignite under the common ignition condition 
and so demonstrated the substantial improvement 
in fire resistance available for those components 
close to the ignition source.- A second and larger 
ignition arrangement showed that this room can burn, 
but the difficulty with which this was brought about 
confirmed the improved fire resistance available 
with use of these materials. 
(4) The Mixed Room ensemble, furnished with materials 
identical to the Typical Room except for the substi-
tution of the bed from the Space-Age Room, illustrated 
the improvement in control of fire spread available 
by careful placement of fire resistant materials in 
the important paths of fire development of an other-
wise ordinary room. 
,. 
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In :lddition to these visual observations of fire development, 
the resulting temperatures, ventilation and convection velocities, heat 
irradiation levels, smoke accumulation, -and a large variety of chemical 
comuustion <lnd pyrolysis products'were monitored durin& each experimental 
fi.n~~ As might be expected, a considerable degree of interrelation was 
noted between the variations in ambient oxygen concentration produced in 
tIll! (ire room and' the other fire-related quantities that were 
1ll(lni torcd. 
The published data on fire spread rates have been used 
to d,'ducl! that active fire spread periods would be expected to occur when, 
[lmbi ,'n t 02. concentra tions are at about 16 percent or above. rhe tempera-
tllr~~ [llId heat irradiation measurements made in the present study are 
r.~asonably well interpreted on this basis and it is concluded that smolder-
1;lg and pyrolytic processes characterized the times when Oz levels Jell 
,h.~low 16 percent. 
This being the case, some correlation of toxic gas accumulations 
with 0L concentration would be expected. Taken broadly, the CO, and hydro-
c:lrhon :lccumulatlons showed the expected correlation in that sharp rises 
i.n concentration accompanied the important dips-in ambient 02 levels that 
were observed. Thus, usually, CO values readied 1 percent or more as 02 
concentrations fell below 15 percent, and spikes of extreme,CO concentra-
tions accompanied 02 levels beiow about-lO percent. These variations 
appear to be broadly consistent with the conclusion that smoldering and 
pyrolysis are expected to predominate at 02 levels below about 16 percent. 
The most significant hazards at early times in each fire were 
due to the rapid rise in heat ~lux and the abrupt obscuration ~f vision 
by smoke. The-most consistent toxicity hazard was due to CO and its im-
portai1ce. would d,epend on the ability of the occupant to. survive the initial' 
heat and smoke menace which characterized each fire room. Other gases and 
vapor's were shown to reach hazardous levelS in certain fire rooms and, 
again, their sigu:!.ficance to an occupant would relate to the times in which 
such hazards occuJ;'red; and probably to the synergistic nature of the hazard 
arising from mixtures of such gases. The ~ndividual estimates of hazard 
nre summarized in Table 9. 
Since, in each case, the flame represents the combustion of 
vnpors produced 'by thermal decomposition of the fuel item, the burning 
of the various items used in these fire rooms is related in some w'ay to 
the pyrolysis processes for each. During periods of rapid fire spread, 
tlw rate of consumption of 02 can temporarily exceed the convection of 
02 into thl.~ fire room and the resulting depletion ofOz decreases the 
sp,~('d of the burning processes in those flames. Accumulated heat causes 
pyrolysis to continue at a rapid rate while the burning subsides to a 
smollkd.ng condition, and meanwhile convection begins tl-.e process of re-
pleitishment of the'02 level in the fire room. 'This cyclic unsteady-state 
hurning and pyrolyses cycle is typical qf room fires in which the room 
l'ncl(lsun~ Significantly limits ventilation. 
" 
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Fire retardant items in the room are caused to pyrolyze by the 
~cat of burning from other items in the room and so contribute to combus-
tible and toxic vapor accumulations even though they may not have entered 
into the burning process. This effect of a mixture of combustible materials 
to produc~ burning and pyrolyses not ~haracteristic of anyone item in-
dividually we have chosen to call the "ensemble effect"o 
The major interactions of a fuel item with the burning of another 
item in a chamber arise through changes i.n D2 level, accumulations of CO 
and C~, and radiant and convected heat reaching the fuel o Thus, if the 
time-fluctuations of these quantities are known and imitated, a reasonable 
reproduction of the response of that fuel item to ensemble burning condi-
tions might be made. Further full-scale fire trials may be-anticipated 
to show that only certain combinations_ of such fluctuations are significant 
for fire testing purposes and in that event a programmed fire chamber might 
be developed to yield realistic laboratory results. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK-
The interdependencies that have been noted among the many -fire-
related variables that were monitored have re.vealed a glimpse of the un-
steady·state relationships that result between burning and pyrolytic 
processes. These processes in turn describe the basis for estimation of 
fire hazard and the role that new materials should serveo It is clear 
that present-day laboratory tests based on steady-st3te burning conditions 
do not necessarily reveal the manner in which a furnishing item reacts to 
the actual fire conditions nor the degree to which a particular use is 
important because of fire spread or pyrolytic decomposition effects o The 
following recommendations for future work are suggested to offer a proper 
bases for continuation of the work that has been started o While they are 
thought of as extensions of the present study they could be applied to new 
fire hazard configurations if necessaryo 
(1) This phase of the recommended work is concerned mainly 
with fire spread and ventilation conditions that are 
of importance to extend the scope of the relationships 
already established~ The immediate objectives of the 
work would be 
(a) To examine the reproducibility of burn results 
and thereby determine the degree of reliability 
that can be placed on the observations 
(b) To examine the important differences that can be 
anticipated by changes in ventilation arrangements, 
especially through windows and fo~ced convection 
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(c) To examine the importance of igniter 10cati6n 
and especially the fire spread control provided 
by materials used for wall and ceiling construction 
(d) To examine the importance'of convected gases and 
heat in detail by monitoring compositions at the 
doorway (or window) and by carrying out each fire 
to essentially complete burnout so that the maxi-
mum rates of evolution can be described as well as 
the total amounts of each convected quantity. In 
addition an especial effort should be made to show 
how the hazard arising in the 'first minute or two 
is related to the choice of materials and conditions. 
For thin ·program, full-scale bedroom arrangements are suggested 
!:I1.milar to those used in the present study so that the results 'can be re-
latl~d to the prescnt study. In some cases an arrangement that imitates 
the Mixed-Load Room would be of value. For this purpose the Space-Age 
IIl~d ("OlJ ld he replaced by a nonflanunable barrier of similar height so that 
the convection and fire-spread from one part of the room to another can 
bl' studied for the influence of wall,. ceiling, and floor choices. 
(2) This phase of the reconnnended work is concerned with the 
gas composition and heat flux variations and their effect 
on the performance of selected furnishing items o The 
objectives of this phase would be 
(a) To establish the performance of individual 
materials under the vmriations of atmosphere 
and heat flux that occur in a real fire. Both 
rapid fire buildup as in the Typical Room, and 
also slow development as in the Improved Room 
would be examined 
(b) To identify as far as possible the mininrum set of 
variatiorts that must be described in order to 
predict the material performances that are 
observed. 
For LItis .program a material would be placed en a suitable frallle 
"1' lunliLure item and located at somc distance fro~' the furnishings where 
L i 1',: star L occurs.. Moni toring of hea t and gas compos i tions wou ld be made 
oil L Ill~ tcst material so that its performance could be related to thl: local 
":llllditiuns that arise at its site. The overall fire test configuration 
would again be the same as for the bedroom used in the present study .. 
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(3) This phase is concerned with the development of a 
programmed laboratory test procedure that suitably 
imitates the performances detailed in Phases land l.. 
Work on this phase could be undertaken simultaneously 
with land/or 2 but should continue in time beyond those 
phases so th~t the results of each can be utilized fully. 
Most of this phase would be carrie~ out in laboratory 
chambers of suitable simplicity in which heat fluxes and 
'atmosphere variations are 'artificially produced. 
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APPENDIX A 
TIME-TEMPERATURE RECORDS 
Note: For the fire of October 10, 1972 the sudden rise in the plot of 
temperature following the "off-scale" period represents a change of . 
scale of the recording equipment and not a real change in temperature. 
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